



























































































makes them more powerful.  Thus, visitors are encouraged to create their own personalized profile where they will be given tips tailored to their own beauty and fashion needs, tips based on their perceived “type” which will supposedly help them better navigate the complex rituals of the world of beauty and fashion demanded by postfeminism.   Banks’ rationalization of the site’s mission shifts her own position from a television expert, who dispenses advice with little interaction with her subject,  to an online trailblazing guide, someone who is a real friend, a trusted confidante looking out for her fan’s best interests, and harnessing the best use of technology to do so. Thus, Banks claims to mobilize her own body and experiences in the service of helping her fans deal with their own body insecurities. She blogs,    In the modeling business, I definitely was a type.  That’s how the business works (I am happy that my type just happened to be one with curves where most had none!). But now, I strive to break my stereotype, everyday.  I hope I can empower women to break theirs. When anyone tells you what "type" of person they think you are, it is personal.  Let's decide our own type no matter how fierce, fabulous, fun or feisty it may be.    Similar to Banks’ framing of her B.I.O. campaign, Banks’ rhetoric of the individual on typeF.com operates through the delicate contradiction I elaborated on previously: the celebration of a real, authentic individual beauty while also promoting traditional standards of femininity and bodily maintenance. For example, a February 27, 2011 blog post titled “How to Cover a Raised Scar on the Face” by Glenda Taylor states,   Real beauty comes in all shapes and sizes, and yes, even in facial scars. While you can minimize the appearance of a raised scar with makeup, don't let the 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Ms. Perfect inside you tell you that you're anything less than fabulous if you don't. Hide the scar only if it boosts your self‐confidence, then tell that shallow twit to take a hike. Baby, you're the bomb!   The post then proceeds to provide step‐by‐step makeup advice for how to cover a facial scar, with sidebar advertisement for makeup brands like L’Oreal. But while there are even contradictory logics at work within this single posting (a celebration of not needing to cover up a facial scar, followed by advice on how to cover it, all sandwiched beside advertising for L’Oreal’s new foundation) the opening tone is celebratory, positive, and perhaps for some, empowering. It presents the body as something to embrace and feel comfortable in.     However, this feel‐good logic is challenged in a blog post dated April 26, 2011 by Antonia Blyth titled “It’s Genetic: Skin Care Tailored to You: Inherit Your Mother’s Wisdom – Not Her Wrinkles”, which instructs readers that “dreaded sagging and thin skin” can be avoided through “preventative care and the right products.” The blog post goes on to detail seven steps to “keeping you young looking” as well as a sidebar warning readers of “Signs of Aging in Your 20s and 30s.” Blog posts such as this one serve as somewhat of a disciplinary rod should readers get too comfortable in accepting their real bodies: gone is the celebratory tone about the body, replaced instead with a warning about the necessity of feminine bodily maintenance and underscoring the natural aging process as something that should be actively resisted through the purchase of products and the labor of beauty. 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If Banks is reliant on promoting consumptive fashion and beauty practices, why does she continue to utilize a discourse of authenticity and a celebration of natural beauty as key to her star text? Banks’ emphasis on the importance of “real” beauty – an “authentic beauty” – is necessary in order to deflect attention away from her carefully constructed performances of feminine beauty. As a former supermodel and the host and creator of a modeling show, Banks must be cautious to avoid promoting dangerous and unrealistic standards of beauty to her young fans, which would no doubt tarnish her image as role model and knowledgeable big sister, images that Banks actively cultivates on both Tyra.com and TypeF.com. The message of authentic beauty is unproblematic to a variety of audiences – her girl fans, their mothers, and even feminist critics – because it seemingly promotes loving oneself as one already is.     It is important to recognize that Banks’ authentic beauty aligns with the corporate branding of Cover Girl Cosmetics, for whom Banks is a former spokesperson. Cover Girl is a major sponsor for Top Model, and the cosmetics manufacturer also uses words like “natural” and “fresh” to sell its products. Perhaps in order to preserve this relationship, Banks’ celebration of unique, authentic beauty remains purposefully vague, and certainly does not dismiss feminine beauty practices. Instead, Banks encourages readers to tweak these practices to better suit their own needs and, like the makeover shows described by Weber (2009), to merely reveal their natural beauty. 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Banks’ typeF.com provides a particularly rich example of the unique way that online space allows for the circulation of neoliberal celebrations of the individual. Banks acknowledges this in her first blog post, writing,    Listening to and studying consumers has given me a great appreciation for what problems women are looking to solve. The online fashion and beauty space is fragmented, mostly because there are so many types of women. We at typeF.com will be able to give them tailored answers by using Facebook as the personalization platform. My intention is to create a site, and a movement, for and based on all types of women.  In this sense typeF.com is more than a solitary website, but a hub for a larger network of the Banks celebrity brand, which is extended through Tyra.com (now only accessible through the typeF.com website), Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube and is indicative of the hypervisibility that scholars such as Banet‐Weiser (2011) argue is symptomatic of a postfeminist and neoliberal new media culture.  For example, visitors to typeF.com can connect their Facebook accounts to the site, allowing for easy circulation of typeF.com postings, or choose to follow typeF.com or Banks herself on Twitter. Banks’ personal Twitter feed is indicative of a popular trend amongst celebrities to boost their image and increase publicity through constant tweets, such as in the case of Charlie Sheen, who recently garnered over a million followers within twenty‐four hours of opening a Twitter account.  Banks often uses her Twitter feed (connected to both typeF.com and Banks’ Facebook page) to make mundane comments about her day, to connect with her fans, or to further promote her B.I.O. agenda. For example, an April 24, 2011 tweet reads: “Page 35 NY Post 2day. Actress Ana De La Reguera w/real 1950’s type curves. Gorgeous! Check it out!” While an April 30, 2011 retweet from Banks confirms that 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she does follow her fans on Twitter: “RT @britdomingue: @tyrabanks is pretty awesome #justsayin Do you follow fans? – YES! CONSIDER YOURSELF JUST FOLLOWED!” These types of online interactions help to further develop Banks as an authentic celebrity in touch with her fans, who can learn what movie Banks watched last weekend or what she’s eating for breakfast by following her on Twitter. Thus, these online platforms are particularly useful for Banks who has new avenues to develop authenticity through instantly circulating messages twenty‐four hours a day, seven days a week.  
Conclusions and Implications: From ‘Fierce’ to Farce? 
  Throughout this discussion I have shown how Banks has used online space to negotiate the central contradiction of her star text: her strategy to be seen as a real, natural, authentic, and accessible friend to her fans and her sustained adherence to hegemonic feminine beauty norms requiring ongoing bodily discipline and labor. This dilemma is not unique to Banks, but is a common tension for today’s female celebrities that Banks has successfully held in check, in part, via her use of new media platforms (Allen, 2011, Weber, 2009). I am suggesting then, that my discussion points to the need for a new conceptualization of female celebrity, one that takes into account how a new media cultural context supported by postfeminist notions of empowerment and the individualist values of neoliberalism privileges female celebrity subjectivities that can be read as real and authentic, yet unable to disrupt the dominance of hegemonic, white femininity. 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 As I demonstrate in this paper, Banks maintains her authenticity by mobilizing a feminine, confessional‐like rhetoric that is made hypervisible through a constant circulation of tweets, blog postings, and images. Banks’ constant revealing, whether blogging about coming to terms with her own “curvy” body or posting photos of herself sans makeup, successfully utilizes the “flexible, open architecture of online spaces” as a strategy to maintain a realness and closeness with her girl fans on platforms that they frequent in their everyday lives (Banet‐Weiser, 2011, 278, Ellcessor, 2012). The confessional has become a popular online practice over the past decade, as can be seen in the popularity of cam‐girl culture, online diaries and journals like LiveJournal, and even Facebook status updates. And while the confessional has also been a central component of reality television shows, it is the lack of intermediary such as an editor or a structural factor such as a time limit that differentiates the online confessional from its television counterpart. Individuals are, at least seemingly, in control of their own online image and can be celebrated as such. In this sense, Banks’ use of what I’m calling the “virtual confessional,” that relies on hypervisibility and a sense of individual agency generates an authenticity that other female celebrities, such as Kim Kardashian, have failed at maintaining (endnote 3).     While the participatory and seemingly democratic functions of the Internet may appear to offer female celebrities like Banks increased agency and perhaps even the ability to challenge gender and race barriers to the entertainment industry, I question this assumption based on my analysis of Banks. While claiming to offer her fans insight into the real her, Banks is able to naturalize and placate her brand’s 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sustained promotion of highly disciplined female bodies that conform to normative notions of white femininity. Banks’ confessional then serves in much the same way as Michel Foucault (1978) conceptualizes it. Her virtual confessional functions as a disciplining structure that legitimizes her as an individual, yet keeps her safely contained within the dominant power structures of patriarchy, racism, and classism. Thus, the sense of individual agency that generates Banks’ claim to authenticity is seemingly limited by the discursive positions offered to her within our postfeminist and neoliberal culture. Perhaps ironically, it is this rhetoric of individualism, empowerment, visibility, and authenticity that has allowed her to seamlessly translate her celebrity online and navigate the web so successfully.   There is little scholarly work that examines the intersection of celebrity and critical Internet studies, and it is my intention to begin to map some of the relevant issues here. Using Banks as a case study it is possible to see the ways in which the dominant discourses of both neoliberalism and postfeminism shape and construct the discursive positioning of female celebrities, even in an era seemingly marked by the freedom of new media platforms. While the Internet may indeed more easily allow for celebrities like Banks to negotiate the demands placed on them, such as the need to be authentic yet conform to disciplined femininity, it is essential to be critical of the intersection of new media and the production of neoliberal and postfeminist subjectivities. Thus, I am suggesting that more research be done examining how these discourses support our understanding of new media as offering individual choice, agency, empowerment, and authenticity. 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Endnotes 
  (1) This “scandal” erupted after photos of Banks wearing an ill‐fitting swimsuit on a beach were leaked in the press. Several celebrity glossies and tabloid magazines picked up the story, chastising Banks for gaining weight and calling her “fat.” Interestingly, this is one of the few times Banks has been covered in these types of publications.   (2) The progressive possibilities of gay representation on Top Model arguably remain limited, as gay men are already assumed to be interested in fashion and style. Thus, Banks is not necessarily challenging stereotypes with queer representation on her show.  (3) After she announced her divorce after only 72 days of marriage and an estimated ten million dollar wedding that was showcased on E!, reality star Kim Kardashian was harshly criticized in the press for her “sham marriage” that further cemented her public reputation as being inauthentic, and fame‐hungry (Peyser, 2011). 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